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ORTHOGONAL LAURENT POLYNOMIALS
CORRESPONDING TO CERTAIN

STRONG STIELTJES DISTRIBUTIONS
WITH APPLICATIONS TO NUMERICAL QUADRATURES

C. DÍAZ-MENDOZA, P. GONZÁLEZ-VERA, M. JIMÉNEZ PAIZ,

AND F. CALA RODRÍGUEZ

Abstract. In this paper we shall be mainly concerned with sequences of or-
thogonal Laurent polynomials associated with a class of strong Stieltjes distri-
butions introduced by A.S. Ranga. Algebraic properties of certain quadratures

formulae exactly integrating Laurent polynomials along with an application to
estimate weighted integrals on [−1, 1] with nearby singularities are given. Fi-
nally, numerical examples involving interpolatory rules whose nodes are zeros
of orthogonal Laurent polynomials are also presented.

1. Introduction

Let φ be a distribution function (positive measure) defined on (a, b), −∞ ≤ a <
b ≤ ∞. That is, φ is a real valued, bounded nondecreasing function with infinitely
many points of increase on (a, b), such that all the moments,

(1.1) ck =
∫ b

a

xkdφ(x),

exist for k = 0, 1, 2, . . .. Elsewhere in this paper, we will sometimes refer to φ as
a classical distribution. When the integrals (1.1) also exist for k = −1,−2, . . .,
φ will be called a strong distribution. In case φ is absolutely continuous, i.e.,
dφ(x) = ω(x)dx, ω will be sometimes called a strong weight function. If, in addition,
0 ≤ a < b ≤ ∞, then we will be handling a strong Stieltjes distribution (SSD). Such
distributions were earlier introduced in 1980 by Jones et al. in their celebrated paper
A Strong Stieltjes Moment Problem [17]. After this, the theory of the so-called
orthogonal Laurent polynomials made their appearance [18] (see also [22, 16, 5]) and
connections were established with certain kinds of continued fractions, two-point
Padé approximants and new quadrature rules (see [20] for a survey). On the other
hand, both orthogonal Laurent polynomials and proper orthogonal polynomials
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can be considered as particular cases within a more general framework: orthogonal
rational functions with prescribed poles [1]. Thus, when all the poles are located at
the origin and infinity Laurent polynomials arise. They are functions of the form
(p, q ∈ Z : p ≤ q),

(1.2) L(z) =
q∑

j=p

αjz
j , αj ∈ R.

We denote by ∆p,q the space of Laurent polynomials (L-polynomials) (1.2) and by
∆ the space of all L-polynomials. Furthermore, for a nonnegative k, Πk will denote
the space of polynomials of degree at most k and Π the space of all polynomials.

Now let φ be an SSD and consider the Hilbert space L2(dφ) of real functions
for which

∫ b

a
|f(x)|2dφ(x) < ∞, 0 ≤ a < b ≤ ∞. As usual, in L2(dφ), we have the

inner product

〈f, g〉φ = 〈f, g〉 =
∫ b

a

f(x)g(x)dφ(x).

Next, we need to generate a sequence of nested subspaces of L-polynomials similar
to the sequence {Πk}k≥0 of usual polynomials. For this purpose, we will start from
a nondecreasing sequence {p(n)}n≥0 of nonnegative integers such that 0 ≤ p(n) ≤ n
and s(n) = p(n) − p(n − 1) ∈ {0, 1}, and set,

Ln = ∆−p(n),q(n) = span〈xj : −p(n) ≤ j ≤ q(n)〉, q(n) = n − p(n).

In this case it will be said that {p(n)}n≥0, as defined above, has induced an
ordering in L =

⋃
n≥0 Ln ⊂ ∆. Observe that L0 = span〈1〉, dim(Ln) = n + 1 and

that Ln ⊂ Ln+1, n = 0, 1, . . .. Thus, according to this ordering, a unique (up to a
sign) sequence {Rn}n≥0 of L-polynomials can be determined so that,

(1) Rn ∈ Ln\Ln−1, n = 1, 2, . . ..
(2) 〈Rn, Rm〉 = κnδn,m, κn > 0; n, m = 0, 1, . . ..

Setting Rn(z) =
∑q(n)

j=−p(n) rn,jz
j and defining the leading coefficient of Rn by

rn =
{

rn,−p(n) if s(n) = 1,
rn,q(n) if s(n) = 0,

then rn �= 0. If rn = 1 for each n, {Rn}n≥0 will be called the monic orthogonal L-
polynomial sequence with respect to the SSD φ associated with the ordering induced
by {p(n)}n≥0. When taking κn = 1, it will be called an orthonormal L-polynomial
sequence denoted by {ψn}n≥0.

The main aim of this paper is to characterize sequences of orthogonal Laurent
polynomials along with their corresponding quadratures for certain SSD φ intro-
duced by Ranga [27], i.e., φ satisfies

dφ(
γ2

x
) = −γ

x
dφ(x), x ∈ (a, b),

where γ =
√

ab, when 0 < a < b < ∞. Furthermore, if a = 0, then b = ∞ and
γ can be taken as any positive arbitrary number. Such distributions are called
γ-inversive. We shall also see that these distributions are related to the family of
classical symmetric distributions µ on (−d, d) (0 < d ≤ ∞); i.e., µ satisfies

dµ(x) = −dµ(−x), x ∈ (−d, d).
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The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, some properties of general se-
quences of orthogonal Laurent polynomials along with their associated quadrature
formulas are exposed. In Section 3 these properties are considered when dealing
with a γ-inversive SSD. A useful connection between the orthogonal polynomials
and the Gaussian formulas for a symmetric distribution µ and certain sequences
of orthogonal Laurent polynomials and their respective quadratures for the corre-
sponding γ-inversive SSD φ will be made in Section 4. In Section 5 some illustrative
examples are given. Applications of these quadrature formulas and the so-called in-
terpolatory rules for approximating certain weighted integrals on [−1, 1] exhibiting
singularities near the interval are given in Sections 6 and 7, respectively. Finally,
some concluding remarks are provided in Section 8.

2. Preliminary results

In order to make the paper self-contained, in this section some relevant properties
of general sequences of orthogonal Laurent polynomials will be briefly summarized
(see the recent paper [8] for details). Throughout this section φ will represent an
SSD and {Ln}n≥0 a nested sequence of L-polynomial spaces induced by a given
sequence {p(n)}n≥0.

Concerning the zeros of Rn, there holds ([8]) the following theorem.

Theorem 2.1 (Zeros). For each n, let Rn be an nth orthogonal L-polynomial
for an SSD φ. Then, Rn has exactly n distinct zeros on (a, b), 0 ≤ a < b ≤ ∞.
Furthermore, suppose 0 < x1,n < x2,n < · · · < xn,n are the zeros of Rn, n = 1, 2, . . ..
Then

xj,n < xj,n−1 < xj+1,n, j = 1, . . . , n − 1, n ≥ 2.

From this theorem one sees that if we write Rn(z) =
∑q(n)

j=−p(n) rn,jz
j , then it

holds that rn,−p(n)rn,q(n) �= 0. Throughout the paper we will make use of the
normalization rn,q(n) = 1 for each n ≥ 0, so that the sequence {Rn}n≥0 will be
called quasi-monic. The corresponding nth L-orthonormal polynomial ψn is given
by ψn = γnRn with γ2

n = 1
〈Rn,Rn〉 .

As in the polynomial situation, the orthonormal sequence {ψn}n≥0 satisfies the
following ([8]).

Theorem 2.2 (Three-term recurrence relation). Let {ψn}n≥0 be the sequence of
orthonormal L-polynomials for an SSD φ. Let s(n) = p(n) − p(n − 1) ∈ {0, 1}.
Then there exist two sequences of positive real numbers, {Ωn}n≥1 and {Cn}n≥0,
such that for n ≥ 1
(2.1)

Cnzs(n+1)ψn+1(z) = (−1)s(n)[z1−2s(n) − Ωn]zs(n)ψn(z) − Cn−1z
s(n−1)ψn−1(z),

where

(2.2) Cn =
(

[1 − s(n)] − s(n)
rn,−p(n)

rn+1,−p(n+1)

)
γn

γn+1
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and

Ωn = Cn
γn+1

γn

(
−

rn+1,−p(n+1)

rn,−p(n)

)1−s(n)

(2.3)

− [1 − (s(n) + s(n − 1))]Cn−1
γn−1

γn

(
rn−1,−p(n−1)

rn,−p(n)

)1−s(n)

.

Formula (2.1) generalizes some known results about orthogonal polynomials and
orthogonal L-polynomials. Indeed, setting p(n) = 0, then Ln = Πn and s(n) = 0;
hence (2.1) gives

Cnψn+1(z) = (z − Ωn)ψn(z) − Cn−1ψn−1(z),

so that the well known three-term recurrence relation for orthonormal polynomials
is now recovered. On the other hand, take p(n) = E[(n + 1)/2] (E[x] stands for the
integer part of x), so that there holds s(n) = 0 if n is even and s(n) = 1, otherwise.
Now (2.1) yields

(2.4) Cnψn+1(z) = (−1)n(1 − z(−1)n+1
Ωn)ψn(z) − Cn−1ψn−1(z).

By writing ψn(z) = Qn(z)z−p(n), Qn ∈ Πn, one has

(2.5) Qn+1 = αn(z − βn)Qn(z) − ωnzQn−1(z).

Formula (2.4) was earlier deduced in [18] and [19] (see also [5]). On the other hand,
sequences of polynomials {Qn}n≥0 satisfying (2.5) have been studied extensively
by Ranga et al. [26, 27, 28, 29, 31].

Assume now that the integral

(2.6) Iφ(f) =
∫ b

a

f(x)dφ(x), 0 ≤ a < b ≤ ∞,

is required to be computed, and suppose that an n-point quadrature rule with
distinct nodes {xj}n

j=1 on (a, b) is used, i.e., an expression of the form,

(2.7) In(f) =
n∑

j=1

λjf(xj).

Then, when taking as nodes the zeros of Rn, one has ([8]) the following.

Theorem 2.3 (L-orthogonal quadratures). Let x1,n, . . . , xn,n be the n distinct zeros
of Rn. Then, there exist positive numbers λ1,n, . . . , λn,n such that
(2.8)

In(f) =
n∑

j=1

λj,nf(xj,n) = Iφ(f), ∀f ∈ Ln · Ln−1 = ∆−(p(n)+p(n−1)),q(n)+q(n−1),

with q(n) + p(n) = n, n = 1, 2, . . ..

Remark 2.4. The quadrature formula (2.8) will be called an n-point L-orthogonal
formula for the SSD φ and the ordering induced by {p(n)}n≥0, and they are optimal
in the sense that there cannot exist n-point quadrature rules (2.7) to be exact
in LnLn. Observe that, in general, LnLn−1 �= L2n−1, so that the L-orthogonal
quadrature formulas do not coincide generally with the so-called L-Gaussian ones,
which are obtained by imposing that Iφ(f) = In(f), ∀f ∈ L2n−1. They coincide, if
and only if, {p(n)}n≥0 satisfies p(n) + p(n − 1) = p(2n − 1). For example, for the
above choices, p(n) = 0 and p(n) = E[(n + 1)/2], this is true.
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As for the weights {λj,n}n
j=1 in (2.8), we have ([8]) the following.

Theorem 2.5. Let ψn be the nth of orthonormal L-polynomials for the SSD φ.
Then,

(2.9) λj,n =
1

Cn−1x
s(n)+s(n−1)
j,n ψ′

n(xj,n)ψn−1(xj,n)
, j = 1, . . . , n,

{xj,n}n
j=1 being the zeros of ψn, s(n) = p(n) − p(n − 1) and Cn given by (2.2).

To conclude this section, it should be remarked that the effectiveness and nu-
merical power of the quadrature rules (2.7) in order to estimate integrals like (2.6)
have been displayed recently in [2, 8]. On the other hand, from the above theorems
one sees that the basis to compute L-orthogonal formulas is the knowledge of the
sequence {ψn}n≥0. So it would be desirable to know explicitly (or reasonably com-
putable, at least) the coefficients Ωn and Cn in the three-term recurrence relation
(2.1). This will be done in the Section 4, taking advantage of known results about
orthogonal polynomials with respect to a wide family of classical distributions.

3. Orthogonal Laurent polynomials

associated with a certain strong Stieltjes distribution

Our aim in this section is to provide the characterization of sequences of orthog-
onal Laurent polynomial associated with a SSD φ satisfying

dφ(
γ2

x
) = −γ

x
dφ(x), x ∈ (a, b),

where γ =
√

ab when 0 < a < b < ∞ or γ is any positive number when a = 0
and b = ∞. Such distributions are called γ-inversive and were introduced in [27]
(see also [26, 28]). There, certain sequences of varying orthogonal polynomials,
i.e., orthogonal polynomials with respect to the varying distributions dφ(x)/xn,
were studied emphasizing their connection with a class of continued fractions (M-
fractions). In this paper, we take a different approach: since we are dealing with
a strong distribution, it seams more natural to start by studying sequences of
orthogonal Laurent polynomials.

As studied in [7] and [27], the influence of the γ-inversivity of φ gives rise to the
following.

Definition 3.1. An n-point quadrature formula In(f) =
∑n

j=1 λjf(xj) for Iφ(f)
is said to be γ-inversive, if and only if

xj =
γ2

xn+1−j
,(3.1)

λj√
xj

=
λn+1−j√
xn+1−j

, j = 1, . . .E
[
n + 1

2

]
.(3.2)

Now, concerning L-orthogonal quadrature formulas associated with a sequence
{p(n)} for φ γ-inversive, we can prove the following.

Theorem 3.2. Let In(f) =
∑n

k=1 λk,nf(xk,n) be the nth L-orthogonal quadrature
formula associated with a γ-inversive SSD φ. Then In(f) is γ-inversive if and only
if p(n) = E[(n + 1)/2].
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Proof. By [7, Corollary 3.6], it holds that In(f) is γ-inversive if and only if

p(n + 1) + p(n) = n + 1, n ≥ 0,

p(0) = 0.

Clearly, the only solution of this first order difference equation with constant coef-
ficients is

p(n) =
1
4

(
1 + (−1)n+1

)
+

n

2
,

which can be expressed in a closed form as

p(n) = E[
n + 1

2
]. �

Remark 3.3. From this theorem one of the most commonly used orderings in the
literature on orthogonal L-polynomials appears (see, e.g., [20]).

Next let us see how the property of γ-inversivity is now reflected on the sequence
of orthogonal L-polynomials corresponding to {p(n)}n≥0, such that p(n) = E[n+1

2 ].

Theorem 3.4. Let φ be a γ-inversive SSD and let Rn be the nth quasi-monic
orthogonal L-polynomial associated with the sequence {p(n)}n≥0, such that p(n) =
E[n+1

2 ]. Then,

(3.3) Rn(x) =
(
−γ

x

)s(n)

Rn(
γ2

x
).

Proof. One knows that
∫ b

a
L(t)Rn(t)dφ(t) = 0, L ∈ Ln−1. Making the change of

variables t = γ2

x , it follows that∫ b

a

L(
γ2

x
)Rn(

γ2

x
)dφ(

γ2

x
) = 0, L ∈ Ln−1,

and by γ-inversibility of φ,∫ b

a

L(
γ2

x
)Rn(

γ2

x
)
γ

x
dφ(x) = 0, L ∈ Ln−1.

Since, Rn(γ2

x ) ∈ ∆−q(n),p(n), q(n) = p(n−1), p(n) = q(n−1)+1, and q(n)+s(n) =
p(n), it follows that

1
xs(n)

Rn(
γ2

x
) ∈ Ln.

Hence,

(3.4)
∫ b

a

L(
γ2

x
)

1
x1−s(n)

1
xs(n)

Rn(
γ2

x
)dφ(x) = 0, L ∈ Ln−1.

Now,

L ∈ Ln−1 = ∆−p(n−1),q(n−1) ⇔ L(
γ2

x
) ∈ ∆−q(n−1),p(n−1)(3.5)

⇔ L(
γ2

x
)

1
x1−s(n)

∈ ∆−m̃,m̂,

where m̃ = q(n − 1) + 1 − s(n) and m̂ = p(n − 1) − 1 + s(n).
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Taking into account that p(n) + q(n) = n, q(n) = [1 − s(n)] + q(n − 1), and
that by hypothesis p(n) + p(n − 1) = n, it follows that m̃ = q(n) = p(n − 1) and
m̂ = p(n) − 1 = q(n − 1). Therefore,

L(
γ2

x
)

1
x1−s(n)

∈ Ln−1 ⇔ L ∈ Ln−1,

yielding
1

xs(n)
Rn(

γ2

x
)⊥Ln−1,

with respect to dφ(x).
In a similar way, since the zeros of Rn are positive, it can be proved that

1
xs(n)

Rn(
γ2

x
) ∈ Ln\Ln−1,

implying that

(3.6) Rn(x) =
∆n

xs(n)
Rn(

γ2

x
),

where ∆n is an appropriate nonzero constant.
Finally, setting Rn(z) =

∑q(n)
j=−p(n) rn,jz

j , and taking into account that rn,q(n) =
1 and, hence, rn,−p(n) = (−1)n

∏n
j=1 xj,n, it can be seen by (3.1) that

(3.7) rn,−p(n) = (−γ)n.

Hence, from (3.6) and again recalling that p(n) + p(n − 1) = n, one deduces that
∆n = (−γ)s(n) and the proof is concluded. �

Reciprocally,

Theorem 3.5. Let {Rn}n≥0 be the sequence of quasi-monic orthogonal Laurent
polynomials for a the γ-inversive SSD φ and the ordering induced by {p(n)}n≥0. If

Rn(x) =
(
−γ

x

)s(n)

Rn(
γ2

x
),

then p(n) = E[n+1
2 ], n = 0, 1, . . . .

Proof. Proceeding similarly as done in the proof of Theorem 3.4, from (3.4)–(3.5)
one deduces that

Rn⊥∆−m̃,m̂,

where m̃ = q(n−1)+1−s(n) and m̂ = p(n−1)−1+s(n). Furthermore, m̃ ≤ p(n−1)
and m̂ ≤ q(n − 1) since, otherwise, Rn ≡ 0 because it satisfies n + 1 orthogonality
conditions. Assume that m̃ < p(n − 1), i.e., q(n − 1) + 1 − s(n) < p(n − 1) or
equivalently, q(n − 1) < p(n − 1) − 1 + s(n). Since p(n − 1) − 1 + s(n) ≤ q(n − 1),
a contradiction appears. Therefore, there holds q(n − 1) + 1 − s(n) = p(n − 1).

In a similar way, if we assume that p(n − 1) − 1 + s(n) < q(n − 1), one deduces
that p(n − 1) < p(n − 1). Hence, p(n − 1) − 1 + s(n) = q(n − 1).

Now, taking into account that p(n−1)+q(n−1) = n−1 and p(n) = p(n−1)+s(n),
it follows that p(n) + p(n − 1) = n with p(0) = 0, and the proof is concluded. �

Let us next see how relation (2.1) can now be reformulated. By Theorem 2.2,
one has:
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Theorem 3.6. Let {Rn}n≥0 be the sequence of quasi-monic orthogonal L-poly-
nomials for a γ-inversive SSD φ with respect to an ordering induced by {p(n)}n≥0,
with p(n) = E[n+1

2 ]. Then,

(3.8) Rn+1(z) = (z − γ)zs(n)−1Rn(z) − (
γn−1

γn
)2γ2s(n)−1Rn−1(z),

where γ2
n = 1

〈Rn,Rn〉 and s(n) = p(n) − p(n − 1).

Proof. By Theorem 2.2, one has

Cnxs(n+1)ψn+1(x) = (−1)s(n)(x1−2s(n) − Ωn)xs(n)ψn(x) − Cn−1x
s(n−1)ψn−1(x),

with Cn and Ωn given by (2.2) and (2.3), respectively. Take into account that now
s(n) + s(n − 1) = 1 and that by (3.7) it can be deduced that Ωn = γ1−2s(n) and
Cn = γn

γn+1
γ−s(n). Since ψn = γnRn, it follows that

Cnγn+1x
s(n+1)Rn+1(x) = (−1)s(n)[x1−2s(n) − γ1−2s(n)]γnxs(n)Rn(x)

− Cn−1γn−1x
s(n−1)Rn−1(x).

Making x = γ2

z by (3.3), one can write

Cnγn+1(−γ)s(n+1)Rn+1(z)

= (−1)s(n)[
(

γ2

z

)1−2s(n)

− γ1−2s(n)]γn(−γ)s(n)Rn(z)

− Cn−1γn−1(−γ)s(n−1)Rn−1(z),

or equivalently,

Rn+1(z) = (−1)s(n)[
(

γ2

z

)1−2s(n)

− γ1−2s(n)]
γn

Cnγn+1(−γ)s(n+1)−s(n)
Rn(z)

− Cn−1γn−1

Cnγn+1
Rn−1(z),

since s(n+1) = s(n−1) (recall that s(n) = p(n)−p(n−1) and that p(n) = [n+1
2 ]).

Now, since Cn = γn

γn+1
γ−s(n), one deduces that

(3.9)
γn

Cnγn+1(−γ)s(n+1)−s(n)
= −[(1 − s(n))

1
γ

+ s(n)γ2]

and that
Cn−1γn−1

Cnγn+1
= (

γn−1

γn
)2γ2s(n)−1.

Finally, by considering that s(n) ∈ {0, 1}, or more precisely s(n) = 0 if n is even
and s(n) = 1, otherwise, the proof follows. �

4. A connection with classical symmetric distributions

In general and according to the results shown in Section 2, the calculation of the
L-orthogonal quadrature formulas (2.8) basically depend on the computation of
the sequence {Rn}n≥0 (or {ψn}n≥0) by means of the three-term recurrence relation
(2.1). Thus, the recurrence coefficients Cn and Ωn should be efficiently computed
(see, e.g., [9] for the polynomial situation).
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However, as seen throughout Section 3, when dealing with a γ-inversive SSD,
the recursion coefficients reduce to γ2

n = 1
〈Rn,Rn〉 and computations are extremely

well facilitated.
On the other hand, from (3.1) and (3.2) for a γ-inversive SSD only half of the

weights and nodes needs to be computed. Furthermore, because of the intimate
connection between the γ-inversive SSD and the classical symmetric distribution,
all the involved computations are going to be greatly simplified. This is the aim of
the present section.

We denote by µ a symmetric distribution on (−d, d). To fix ideas and for the
sake of simplicity, we will assume that µ is absolutely continuous; i.e.,

(4.1) dµ(t) = σ(t) dt, such that σ(−t) = σ(t) ∀t ∈ (−d, d)

(σ is a weight function, i.e., σ(t) > 0 a.e. on (−d, d)).
Now, according to the ideas given in [13] (see also [14, 15], along with [28] for

an alternative approach), where a general procedure to obtain strong distributions
is provided, let us consider the transformation

(4.2) t = V (x) =
1
δ

(
x − γ

x

)
,

with δ and γ given real positive numbers.
Thus, when d < ∞, (4.2) maps B = [−

√
b,−

√
a]∪[

√
a,
√

b] on [−d, d] by choosing
δ and γ such that

(4.3) δ =

√
b −

√
a

d
, γ =

√
ab,

where a and b are positive numbers with a < b. On the other hand, when d = ∞,
then for any pair (δ, γ) of positive numbers, (4.2) maps (−∞, 0) ∪ (0,∞) onto R

(observe that V (−x) = −V (x)).
Now let us take the distribution,

(4.4) dφ(x) =
1√
x

σ(V (
√

x)) dx = ω(x) dx.

Then it can be easily checked that φ is a γ-inversive SSD on (a, b), 0 ≤ a < b ≤ ∞.
Furthermore, from the considerations above, it holds that d = ∞ if and only if
a = 0 and b = ∞.

Now consider the ordering in L induced by the sequence {p(n)}n≥0 such that
p(n) = E[(n+1)/2], n = 0, 1, 2, . . ., let {Rn}n≥0 denote the corresponding sequence
of quasi-monic orthogonal L-polynomials for the SSD (4.4), and let {Pn}n≥0 be
the sequence of monic orthogonal polynomials for σ satisfying (4.1). Under these
considerations, we have the following.

Proposition 4.1. It holds that Rn(x) = x− s(n)
2 δn Pn(V (

√
x)) for n = 0, 1, 2, . . ..

Proof. Set Q2n(x) = δnPn(V (x)). Then, by [15, Theorem 2.2.9], Q2n represents the
2nth quasi-monic orthogonal L-polynomial with respect to ω̃(x) = σ(V (x)), x ∈ B,
and the ordering induced by p(n) = E[(n+1)/2] (p(n− 1)+ p(n) = p(2n− 1) = n);
i.e., Q2n ∈ L2n = ∆−n,n, so that Q2n(x) =

∑n
j=−n C2n,jx

j (C2n,n = 1) and

(4.5)
∫

B

R(x)Q2n(x)ω̃(x) dx = 0, ∀R ∈ L2n−1 = ∆−n,n−1.
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Here, B = [−
√

b,−
√

a] ∪ [
√

a,
√

b], with a and b satisfying (4.3) if d is finite or
B = (−∞, 0) ∪ (0,∞) if d = ∞. Taking into account the symmetry of the domain
B (B = −B) and the symmetry of the weight function (ω̃(x) = ω̃(−x)), it follows
that

Q2n(x) = (−1)nQ2n(−x).

Hence, it can be written

Q2n(x) = xs(n)Nn(x2), Nn ∈ Ln\Ln−1.

Thus, (4.5) can be now expressed as∫
B

R(x)xs(n)Nn(x2)ω̃(x) dx = 0, ∀R ∈ L2n−1,

or, equivalently, as

(4.6)
∫

B

L(x2) Nn(x2)ω̃(x) dx = 0, ∀L ∈ Ln−1.

Indeed,

R ∈ L2n−1 = ∆−n,n−1 = ∆−(p(n)+p(n−1)),(2q(n−1)+1−s(n))

⇔ xs(n)R(x) ∈ ∆−2p(n−1),2q(n−1)+1,

and, since Nn(x2)ω̃(x) is an even function, when considering the odd powers, the
integral over B vanishes. Setting x2 = t in (4.6), one deduces∫ b

a

L(t)Nn(t)ω(t)dt = 0, ∀L ∈ Ln−1.

Since Nn is also quasi-monic there holds

Rn(x) = Nn(x) = x− s(n)
2 Q2n(

√
x) = x− s(n)

2 δnPn(V (
√

x)). �

Now, taking into account that t = V (
√

x) = 1
δ

(√
x − γ√

x

)
represents a one-to-

one map between (a, b) and (−d, d), we have

Corollary 4.2. Let {xj,n}n
j=1 be the n zeros of the nth quasi-monic orthogonal L-

polynomial Rn with respect to the γ-inversive SSD (4.4) associated with the ordering
induced by {p(n)}n≥0 such that p(n) = E[n+1

2 ] and let {tj,n}n
j=1 the zeros of Pn the

nth monic orthogonal polynomial for σ satisfying (4.1). Then,

(4.7) xj,n =

(
δtj,n +

√
(δtj,n)2 + 4γ

2

)2

, j = 1, . . . , n.

Let us next see the relation between the L2-norms of Rn and Pn associated with
ω and σ, respectively. Indeed, by setting

(4.8) Θ−2
n =

∫ d

−d

P 2
n(t)σ(t) dt.

and

γ−2
n =

∫ b

a

R2
n(x)dφ(x),

one has
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Proposition 4.3. Let Rn be nth quasi-monic orthogonal Laurent polynomial as-
sociated with the γ-inversive SSD φ (4.4) and the ordering induced by {p(n)}n≥0

such that p(n) = E[n+1
2 ], and let Pn be the nth monic orthogonal polynomial with

respect to the symmetric distribution σ (4.1). Then

(4.9)
1
γ2

n

=
δ2n+1

γs(n)

1
Θ2

n

,

where s(n) = p(n) − p(n − 1).

Proof. By Proposition 4.1,

1
γ2

n

=
∫ b

a

R2
n(x)

σ(V (
√

x))√
x

dx

= δ2n

∫ b

a

P 2
n(V (

√
x))

xs(n)

σ(V (
√

x))√
x

dx.

Now, since

x = u(t) =

(
δt +

√
(δt)2 + 4γ

2

)2

is the inverse transform of t = V (
√

x), it follows that

dx =
2δu(t)dt√
(δt)2 + 4γ

.

Therefore,
1
γ2

n

= 2δ2n+1

∫ d

−d

P 2
n(t)u(t)1−s(n)− 1

2
σ(t)dt√

(δt)2 + 4γ
.

If s(n) = 0, then

u(t)1−s(n)− 1
2√

(δt)2 + 4γ
=

1
2

(
δt√

(δt)2 + 4γ
+ 1

)
.

In this case and since n is even, Pn is an even polynomial function; hence∫ d

−d

tP 2
n(t)σ(t)√

(δt)2 + 4γ
dt = 0

(recall that σ is also even). Thus, it holds that

1
γ2

n

=
δ2n+1

Θ2
n

.

Assume now that s(n) = 1, that is, n is odd. Then

u(t)1−s(n)− 1
2√

(δt)2 + 4γ
=

1
2

(
δt −

√
(δt)2 + 4γ

−γ
√

(δt)2 + 4γ

)

=
1
2γ

− δt

2γ
√

(δt)2 + 4γ
.

Here we have made use of the fact that

(
δt +

√
(δt)2 + 4γ

2
)(

δt −
√

(δt)2 + 4γ

2
) = −γ.
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Now Pn is an odd polynomial function. So, proceeding as above, one deduces that

1
γ2

n

=
δ2n+1

γ

1
Θ2

n

. �

Remark 4.4. From Proposition 4.3, the three-term recurrence relation (3.8) now
reads

(4.10) Rn+1(x) = (x − γ)xs(n)−1Rn(x) − δ2 Θ2
n−1

Θ2
n

Rn−1(x),

with Θn given by (4.8) and, as usual, s(n) = 0 when n is even and s(n) = 1,
otherwise. Furthermore, by Proposition 4.1 and (4.10), the well known recurrence
relation for the sequence {Pn}n≥0 is recovered. Namely,

Pn+1(t) = tPn(t) − a2
nPn−1(t)

with

a2
n =

∫ d

−d
P 2

n(t)σ(t)dt∫ d

−d
P 2

n−1(t)σ(t)dt

(see [33]).

Until now, we have seen how the nodes {xj,n}n
j=1 of the n-point L-orthogonal

quadrature formula for the γ-inversive SSD φ (4.4) can be expressed in terms of
the zeros {tj,n}n

j=1 of the nth orthogonal polynomial with respect to σ (4.1); i.e., in
terms of the nodes of the n-point Gauss formula for this weight function, namely

Ĩn(f) =
n∑

j=1

Aj,nf(tj,n) =
∫ d

−d

f(x)σ(x)dx, ∀f ∈ Π2n−1,

where the Christoffel numbers {Aj,n}n
j=1 are given by (see [33])

(4.11) Aj,n =
1

Θ2
n−1P

′
n(tj,n)Pn−1(tj,n)

, j = 1, . . . , n.

In this respect, the next result allows us to express the weights {λj,n}n
j=1 in

terms of {Aj,n}n
j=1.

Proposition 4.5. Let σ be a symmetric weight function on (−d, d), d > 0, and
let A1,n, . . . , An,n be its nth Christoffel numbers. Let φ be a γ-inversive SSD φ
given by (4.4), and let λ1,n, . . . , λn,n, be the weights of the n-point L-orthogonal
quadrature formula for φ associated with the ordering induced by {p(n)}n≥0 such
that p(n) = E[n+1

2 ]. Then

(4.12) λj,n =
2δ

1 + γ
xj,n

Aj,n, j = 1, . . . , n,

where {xj,n}n
j=1 is the set of nodes of the n-point L-orthogonal quadrature formula.

Proof. By (2.9) in Theorem 2.5 and recalling that s(n) + s(n − 1) = 1,

λj,n =
1

Cn−1x
s(n)+s(n−1)
j,n ψ′

n(xj,n)ψn−1(xj,n)

=
1

Cn−1xj,nγnγn−1R′
n(xj,n)Rn−1(xj,n)

.
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On the other hand, x
s(n)

2 Rn(x) = δnPn(V (
√

x)) with V (x) = 1
γ (x − γ

x ), yielding

x
s(n)

2
j,n R′

n(xj,n) = δnP ′
n(V (

√
xj,n))

V ′(√xj,n)
2√xj,n

.

Furthermore, one knows that

Rn−1(xj,n) =
δn−1Pn−1(V (√xj,n))

x
s(n−1)

2
j,n

.

Thus, since tj,n = V (√xj,n), it follows that

λj,n =
2

Cn−1γnγn−1δ2n−1P ′
n(tj,n)Pn−1(tj,n)V ′(√xj,n)

.

Now, from (3.9) we can calculate Cn−1γnγn−1, yielding

Cn−1γnγn−1 = −
γ2

n−1

(−γ)s(n)−s(n−1)[(1 − s(n − 1)) 1
γ + s(n − 1)γ2]

,

and since by (4.9) γ2
n−1 = γs(n−1)

δ2n−1 Θ2
n−1, it holds that

λj,n =
2

Θ2
n−1P

′
n(tj,n)Pn−1(tj,n)V ′(√xj,n)

.

Finally, V ′(√xj,n) = 1
δ (1 + γ

xj,n
), so that from (4.11), the proof is concluded. �

5. Examples

In order to illustrate the above theory and taking into account the lack in the
literature of sequences of orthogonal L-polynomials similar to the known families
of classical orthogonal polynomials (Chebyshev, Legendre, etc.) that can be easily
handled, throughout this section we will deal with a certain family of γ-inversive
SSD φ obtained from known symmetric weight functions on (−1, 1). In this respect,
those examples considered in [27] (see also [26, 29]) like dφ(x) = dx√

(b−x)(x−a)
and

dφ(x) = dx√
x

on (a, b) (0 < a < b < ∞) can now be deduced from the general
procedure introduced in Section 4.

Thus, we will concentrate on the one-parameter family of SSD, dφµ(x) =
ωµ(x)dx, such that

(5.1) ωµ(x) =
(b − x)µ− 1

2 (x − a)µ− 1
2(√

b −
√

a
)2µ−1

xµ

, x ∈ (a, b),

where 0 < a < b < ∞ and µ > −1/2. The corresponding sequence of orthogonal
L-polynomials will be called of Gegenbauer-type because (5.1) corresponds with the
so-called strong extension of a weight function, which gives rise to the well-known
Gegenbauer or ultraspherical polynomials, namely,

σ(t) = (1 − t2)µ− 1
2 , t ∈ (−1, 1), µ > −1

2
,

when we consider (4.4) and (4.2)–(4.3), with d = 1.
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Let {R(µ)
n }n≥0 denote the sequence of quasi-monic orthogonal L-polynomials for

(5.1). Then, making use of (4.10) one obtains the three-term recurrence relation

R
(µ)
n+1(x) = (x − γ)xs(n)−1R(µ)

n (x) − δ2 Θ2
n−1

Θ2
n

R
(µ)
n−1(x), n ≥ 1,

where R
(µ)
0 (x) ≡ 1, R

(µ)
1 (x) = 1 − γ

x and Θ2
n−1
Θ2

n
is now explicitly given by ([33])

Θ2
n−1

Θ2
n

=
n(n + 2µ − 1)

4(n + µ − 1)(n + µ)
, n ≥ 1.

On the other hand, the study of Gaussian formulas for the ultraspherical weights
σ(t) = (1− t2)µ−1/2, µ > −1/2, has received much attention throughout the devel-
opment of the theory on orthogonal polynomials. One of the aims of these studies
consisted of giving a representation for the Christoffel numbers in terms of the ze-
ros of the Gegenbauer polynomials that was as simple as possible. In this respect,
explicit representations were obtained (see [33]) for the cases µ = 0, 1 and [21] for
µ = 2. Such representations were recently generalized for µ = �, an arbitrary non-
negative integer in [24] (see also [25] for an alternative expression). Thus, making
use of these results, explicit expressions for the weights {λ(�)

j }n
j=1, � = 0, 1, 2, . . . of

the n-point L-orthogonal quadrature formula for the SSD (5.1) can now be given.
Indeed, for � a given nonnegative integer, let {t(�)j }n

j=1 denote the zeros of the nth

monic Gegenbauer polynomial P
(�)
n (t) and set

(5.2) N = n + � and αj(�) =
(

(2j)!
2jj!

)2 (
� − 1 + j

2j

)
, j = 1, 2, . . . .

Then, making use of [24, formula (4.1)] and Proposition 4.5, the following holds for
j = 1, . . . , n, � = 0, 1, 2, . . . and n ≥ 1:

(5.3) λ
(�)
j =

2(
√

b −
√

a)

1 +
√

ab

x
(�)
j

π

N

(
1 − (t(�)j )2

)�
(

1 +
�−1∑
k=1

αk(�)

(1 − (t(�)j )k)

k∏
r=1

1
N2 − r2

)
,

with N and α
(�)
j given by (5.2). Clearly, by assuming the convention that the

summation in (5.3) is taken as zero for � ∈ {0, 1}, from (5.3), the weights {λ(�)
j }n

j=1

(� = 0, 1) corresponding to the so called strong Chebyshev distribution of the first
and second kind are now directly recovered (compare with [28]):

λ
(0)
j =

2πδ

n

xj

xj + γ
,

λ
(1)
j =

2πδ

n + 1
sin2

(
jπ

n + 1

)
xj

xj + γ
, j = 1, . . . , n.

On the other hand, for � = 2, one obtains for j = 1, . . . , n, n ≥ 1,

λ
(2)
j =

2(
√

b −
√

a)

1 +
√

ab

x
(2)
j

π

n + 2

(
1 − (t(2)j )2

)2
(

1 +
1

(1 − t
(2)
j )(n2 + 4n + 3)

)
.
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Finally, the case � = 3 reads as follows:

λ
(3)
j =

2(
√

b −
√

a)

1 +
√

ab

x
(3)
j

π

n + 3

(
1 − (t(3)j )2

)3

×
(

1 +
3

(n + 2)(n + 4)(1 − (t(3)j )2)

+
9

(n + 1)(n + 2)(n + 4)(n + 5)(1 − (t(3)j )2)3

)

=
2(
√

b −
√

a)

1 +
√

ab

x
(3)
j

π

n + 3

(
1 − (t(3)j )2)

)3

×
(

1 +
3

(n + 2)(n + 4)(1 − (t(3)j )2)

(
1 +

3

(n + 1)(n + 5)(1 − (t(3)j )2)

))
for j = 1, . . . , n, n ≥ 1.

6. Approximate calculation

of weighted integrals with nearby singularities

As an application of the quadrature formulas given in Section 4, suppose we are
concerned with the computation of integrals,∫ 1

−1

f(t)σ(t)dt,

where f is a continuous function on [−1, 1] with real singularities outside this in-
terval and σ is a weight function on [−1, 1]. If we assume that β is one of these
singularities, then |β| > 1 and, as can be expected, when |β| is close to 1, the Gauss–
Christoffel quadrature rules for σ should exhibit a slow convergence behaviour (as
will be checked numerically below). In order to overcome this drawback, we will
proceed as follows (see [27] for σ(t) = (1 − t2)−1/2 and also [6]).

Consider a and b any two positive real numbers such that (|β|+ 1)(|β| − 1)−1 =
b/a, and set the change of variables

t = h(x) = −|β|
β

(
2x − b − a

b − a

)
.

So,

(6.1) I(f) =
∫ 1

−1

f(t)σ(t)dt =
(

2
b − a

)∫ b

a

g(x)ρ(x)dx,

where ρ(x) = σ(h(x)) and g(x) = f(h(x)) is a continuous function on [a, b] with
a singularity at the origin. Thus, by taking sufficiently large a, one might ini-
tially think of estimating the integral on the right hand side of (6.1) by means
of the n-point Gaussian formula for ρ(x). But since we are dealing with linear
transformations, this is equivalent to estimating I(f) by the corresponding n-point
Gaussian formula for σ(t), and the results are extremely poor. However and be-
cause of the presence of this singularity at the origin, it seems natural to expect
somewhat good numerical results when the integral in the right hand side in (6.1)
is estimated by using an L-orthogonal quadrature formula for ρ.
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The numerical experiments carried out come to confirm this expectation. How-
ever, the computational cost required could now be extremely high and this dras-
tically reduces the competence of our approach. Indeed, one needs to efficiently
compute an n-point L-orthogonal formula for the strong weight function ρ(x), and
this should be done from the three-term recurrence relation (2.1). As in the poly-
nomial case, this approach could require a long computational process leading to
possible instabilities and other related problems. Fortunately, we will see that these
negative circumstances can be completely avoided for the particular case

(6.2) σ(t) = (1 − t2)µ−1/2, µ > −1/2.

Indeed, one has

ρ(x) =
(

2
b − a

)2µ−1

(b − x)µ−1/2(x − a)µ−1/2.

Hence, from (6.1)

I(f) =
∫ 1

−1

f(t)σ(t)dt =
∫ b

a

g(x)ρ(x)dx

=
(

2√
b +

√
a

)2µ (
1√

b −
√

a

) ∫ b

a

G(x)ω(x)dx,

where ω(x) = (
√

b −
√

a)1−2µx−µ[(b − x)µ−1/2(x − a)µ−1/2] and G(x) = xµg(x).
As we have seen in Sections 4 and 5, the nodes and weights for the L-orthogonal

quadrature formulas corresponding to ω are easily expressed in terms of the nodes
{tj,n}n

j=1 and the weights {Aj,n}n
j=1 of the Gauss–Christoffel formulas for σ. So,

no extra computational effort needs to be done.
As for numerical experiments, we will concentrate on the weight function σ ≡ 1

on (−1, 1), i.e., µ = 1/2 in (6.2), so that

(6.3) I(f) =
∫ 1

−1

f(t)dt =
(

2
b − a

) ∫ b

a

G(x)
dx√

x
,

with G(x) =
√

xf(h(x)). Thus, the integral I(f) in (6.3) will be estimated by the
n-point Gauss–Legendre formula; the integral in the right hand side of (6.3), by the
corresponding n-point L-orthogonal formula for the weight function x−1/2.

In the examples below, we compute integrals of the form

I(fi) =
∫ 1

−1

fi(t)dt =
∫ 1

−1

gi(t)
(t + 1.01)ν

dt,

taking a = 0.01. Different choices of gi and ν are shown in Table 1. The graphics
represent the relative errors, as a function of the number of nodes, both in the
Gaussian (Gauss–Legendre) formula and in the L-orthogonal quadrature formula,
when applied to both sides in (6.3).

Table 1.

i ν gi

1 3 exp(t)
2 5/2 sin(t)
3 3 exp((t + 1.01)−1/2)
4 3 log(t + 1.01)
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Figure 1. Relative error for I(f1)
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Figure 2. Relative error for I(f2)
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Figure 3. Relative error for I(f3)
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Figure 4. Relative error for I(f4)
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As could be expected from Figures 1–4, one sees that the convergence of the
Gaussian formulas is extremely slow because of the presence of a multiple pole near
the interval of integration. On the other hand, our L-orthogonal formulas provide
excellent numerical results even when the integrand f presents some kind of extra
singularities, as in functions f3 and f4.

7. An application to interpolatory rules

As is known, trying to estimate a weighted integral
∫ b

a
f(x)µ(x)dx by means of

a classical Gaussian rule could require a long computational process if µ is not a
standard weight anymore (see, e.g., [10] for details). Even more, Gaussian rules
could become meaningless if µ is not a proper weight function (µ(x) > 0, a.e.
on (a, b)), since now µ does not give rise, in general, to an inner product and
nothing can be assured about the degree of the orthogonal polynomials and the
location of their zeros. These drawbacks have motivated a possible alternative,
the introduction of the so-called polynomial interpolatory rules , where for each n,
distinct nodes {xj,n}n

j=1 in (a, b) are given in advance and coefficients {Aj,n}n
j=1

are deduced by imposing that∫ b

a

f(x)µ(x)dx =
n∑

j=1

Aj,nf(xj,n), ∀f ∈ Πn−1,

provided that the integrals
∫ b

a
xkµ(x)dx are easily computable, for each nonnegative

integer k. Hence, the selection of the nodes turns out to be a crucial task in order to
guarantee both convergence, and a reasonably good accuracy in a class of functions
as large as possible. In this respect, the usage of zeros of orthogonal polynomials
with respect to an auxiliary weight function on (a, b) has become an extensively
studied strategy, giving rise to excellent numerical results (see [11] and references
therein). In a similar way, some of the present authors have considered in the
last years, from a theoretical point of view, interpolatory rules now based upon
Laurent polynomials (L-interpolatory rules); that is, given the family of distinct
nodes {xj,n}n

j=1 on (a, b) (0 ≤ a < b ≤ ∞), the coefficients {Aj,n}n
j=1 are to be

determined from

Iµ(L) =
∫ b

a

L(x)µ(x)dx

=
n∑

j=1

Aj,nL(xj,n) = In(L), ∀L ∈ Ln−1 = ∆−p(n−1),q(n−1),

where, as usual, {p(n)}n≥0 denotes a nondecreasing sequence of nonnegative inte-
gers such that s(n) = p(n) − p(n − 1) ∈ {0, 1} and q(n) = n − p(n). Here again,
the crucial point is an adequate choice of the nodes. The term interpolatory is due
to the property

In(f) = Iµ(Ln(f, ·)),

with Ln(f, ·) ∈ Ln−1 interpolating f at the nodes {xj,n}n
j=1 (for interpolatory rules

based upon rational functions, see [12]). The theoretical background supporting
this kind of rules is the following.
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Theorem 7.1. Let µ be an L1-integrable function on (a, b) (0 ≤ a < b ≤ ∞), and
let ω be a strong weight function on (a, b) such that

(7.1)
∫ b

a

|µ(x)|2
ω(x)

dx < ∞.

Let {Rn}n≥0 be a sequence of orthogonal Laurent polynomials with respect to ω and
the ordering induced by a given sequence {p(n)}n≥0, and let {xj,n}n

j=1 be the zeros of
Rn. For each n = 1, 2, . . ., set In(f) =

∑n
j=1 Aj,nf(xj,n) such that In(f) = Iµ(f),

∀f ∈ Ln−1. Then, it holds that

i) limn→∞ In(f) = Iµ(f), and
ii) limn→∞

∑n
j=1 |Aj,n|f(xj,n) =

∫ b

a
f(x)|µ(x)|dx,

for any Riemann–Stieltjes integrable function with respect to ω.

Remark 7.2. When dealing with a finite interval, a proof of this theorem for the
polynomial case, i.e., p(n) = 0 for each n, can be found in the excellent paper by
Sloan and Smith [32], as a culmination of a long series of previous works. This
result was extended to the Laurent situation in [4]. When concerning the interval
(0,∞), see [23] for the polynomial case and [3] for the Laurent one. Here, it should
be indicated that in this case, extra conditions on the moments ck =

∫ ∞
0

xkω(x)dx
are required in order to guarantee convergence (see [3] for details).

Remark 7.3. From ii) in Theorem 7.1, it follows that there exists a positive constant
M , independent of n, such that

n∑
j=1

|Aj,n| < M, n = 1, 2, . . . .

Hence, the stability of the quadrature process is guaranteed.

On the other hand, up to now, the theoretical results obtained for these L-
interpolatory rules have never been tested numerically, and this is precisely the
main aim of this section. Thus for the computation of these rules, it seems clear
that the most desirable situation could be to have at our disposal auxiliary weights
ω satisfying (7.1) and whose family of orthogonal Laurent polynomials is explicitly
known. In this respect, the examples given in Section 5 provide us with a list of pos-
sible good candidates by showing that the zeros of orthogonal Laurent polynomials
with respect to some of these weight functions give rise to suitable L-interpolatory
rules.

Table 2.

i fi ri

1 exp(x − 1.01) x−1

2 exp(x−1/2) x−1

3 log(x) x−1

4 exp(1.01 − x) 7π(x − 1.01)
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Figure 5. Relative error for I(f1)
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Figure 6. Relative error for I(f2)
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Figure 7. Relative error for I(f3)
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Figure 8. Relative error for I(f4)
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For our purposes, we will limit ourselves to the ordering induced by p(n) =
E[(n + 1)/2] and integrals of the form

(7.2) I(f) =
∫ b

a

f(x)µ(x)dx,

with µ(x) = x−1/2 sin(r(x)) (r is a polynomial or rational function), 0 < a <
b < ∞ and f possessing possible singularities at the origin. Setting I(f) =∫ b

a
F (x)x−1/2dx, we will also compute this last integral through an n-point L-

orthogonal quadrature formula with respect to the weight function ω(x) = x−1/2.
Now the numerical results are not, in general, as good as in Section 6 because of
the oscillating factor sin(r(x)), as can be seen from the figures. However, when
estimating I(f) in (7.2) by an n-point L-interpolatory rule taking as nodes the
same ones as in the L-orthogonal formula (that is, the zeros of the nth orthogonal
L-polynomial for ω(x) = x−1/2, which are easily expressed in terms of the zeros of
Legendre polynomials), the numerical results are highly improved as displayed in
the figures. Again we see that the computational cost is quite low.

Finally, observe that the fundamental condition (7.1)∫ b

a

|µ(x)|2
ω(x)

dx =
∫ b

a

| sin(r(x))|2√
x

dx < ∞,

trivially holds.
The figures, as in Section 6, show the graphics of the relative error for the three

rules proposed as a function of the number of nodes n. In all of the examples
given we have taken a = 0.01, b = 2.01 and the integrals are of the form I(f) =∫ b

a
fi(x)µi(x)dx =

∫ b

a
fi(x)x−1/2 sin(ri(x))dx, with the functions fi and ri given in

Table 2 for i = 1, 2, 3, 4. As seen from Figures 5–8, the numerical effectiveness of
our L-interpolatory rules is clearly displayed.

8. Conclusions

Gaussian formulas based upon usual polynomials have become an important
topic within the field of numerical integration because of their numerical power and
effectiveness, especially when dealing with smooth integrands. At the same time,
these quadrature formulas have received much attention in the last decades as a
result of their connection with the theory of orthogonal polynomials and related
topics as Padé approximants. On the other hand, as pointed out in Section 1,
quadrature formulas exactly integrating Laurent polynomials appeared as a working
tool related to the solution of the so-called strong moment problems. During the last
years, some of the present authors have considered such quadratures from the optic
of a numerical integration approach, carrying out a series of numerical experiments
([8], [2], [3]) and emphasizing their intimate relation to the theory of orthogonal
Laurent polynomials and two-point Padé approximants. In this paper, we have
intended to follow this line so that some results as, e.g., Proposition 4.5 which could
have been deduced from the works by Ranga and collaborators (see, e.g., [30]), have
now been revisited starting from the theory of orthogonal Laurent polynomials. In
our opinion this approach seems more natural and appropriate for our final purpose,
which is the approximate calculation of an integral. Nevertheless, we also think that
much more work should be done in the future in order, for instance, to characterize,
if possible, the L-orthogonal formulas in terms of the classical Gaussian ones for
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other orderings different from the one induced by p(n) = E[(n + 1)/2] as done in
this paper. Here, finding an appropriate transformation like (4.2), seems to be the
crucial point.
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